Publishing Success Program
Phase 1

Phase 2

‣

Book Content
Development

‣

Comprehensive
Editing

‣

Custom website, social
media, and promotional
materials to use during
launch and beyond

Editorial support to
bring your vision into
clear and compelling
words

‣

Optimize online sales
with “Metadata” that
increases visibility in
Amazon bookstore

‣

Partnership with Paper
Raven and affiliates who
advertise your book to
100,000+ new readers

Complete manuscript
that is polished and
ready to take into the
publication phase

‣

Signature 5-day
online book launch
with our team’s
guidance

‣

Submit chapters and
receive ongoing
feedback from your
book coach*

‣

Complete first draft
with professional
guidance along the
way

‣

‣

Content Development, Editing, Publication, and Book Launch

$40,000 or
11 payments of $4,000

For the writer who has an idea for a book that will change lives—your own life
and your readers’ lives—and you want to make sure it’s done professionally, from
start to finish. You’re creating a new trajectory as an author, and you want a
professional team to guide you, every step along the way, to maximize your
book’s success. This is a 12-month journey from book concept to published
author with a platform.

Phases 2, 3, and 4:

Editing, Publication, and Book Launch

$30,000 or
11 payments of $3,000

For the writer who has a rough draft that is ready for editing. You want a team of
editors to bring their best work to your book, and you’re ready to level up the
quality of your writing and storytelling. Once the book is polished, you have your
sights set on designing, publishing, and launching a professional quality book.
This is a 9-month journey from manuscript to published author with a platform.

Phases 2 and 3:

Editing and Publication

$20,000 or
11 payments of $2,000

For the writer who has a rough draft that is ready for editing. You want several
editors to bring their best work to your book, and you’re ready to level up the
quality of your writing and storytelling. Once the book is polished, you want a
team of professionals to proofread, design, and publish your book. This is a 6month journey from manuscript to published author with a book for sale globally.

Phases 3 and 4:

Publication and Book Launch

Strategic out-reach to
reviewers, book awards,
and influencers for social
proof and endorsements

$20,000 or
11 payments of $2,000

$40,000

 


 


 


 


 


 


*Ghost-writing services are available for certain non-fiction and memoir book projects.
The investment typically increases by $10,000 or more, depending on the scope.

 


‣

For sale globally in
ebook and physical
book versions via
print-on-demand

Full-spectrum editing
with intense attention
to detail and multiple
passes

Structure the content
and shape the story
arch with your book
coach

Accelerated platform
growth with a “ListBuilding Mechanism”
that grows your
readership automatically

‣

‣

‣

‣

Phases 1 through 4:

“Platform-Building”
Book Launch

‣

‣

‣

Professional
Publication

Phase 4

Custom modern
cover design and
interior design that fit
your book’s particular
look and feel

Work with a
dedicated team of
book editors who
have experience in
your type of book

Assess the idea’s
marketing potential to
ensure book sales
and profit as an
author

‣

Phase 3

What are my options?

For the writer who has a finished manuscript that is ready to design, format, and
publish. You want a professional design team for the book’s layout, itself, plus a
tried and true book launch plan that is optimized for building your platform,
massive visibility, and long-term, ongoing sales. This is a 6-month journey from
polished manuscript to published author with a growing readership and platform.

ONE of the following:

Content Development | Editing | Publication

$10,000 or
11 payments of $1,000

“Choose your own adventure” in the author journey with our team’s support in ONE of
the phases, where you need help the most. Please note, we ONLY publish and launch
books (ie, we do not offer an a-la-carte launch option) because we want our team to
handle professional publication of all book files to be launched.

